We investigate relations between additive convolution semigroup and max-convolution semigroup through the law of large numbers for the free multiplicative convolution. Based on the relation, we give a formula related with Belinschi-Nica semigroup and max-Belinschi-Nica semigroup. Finally, we give several limit theorems for classical, free and Boolean extreme values.
Introduction
Denote by P and P + the set of all probability measures on R and [0, ∞), respectively. In classical probability theory, many mathematicians studied the limit law of addition and multiplication of large numbers of independent random variables. In free probability theory, we obtain the limit law of addition of large numbers of freely independent real random variables (selfadjoint operators): for any µ ∈ P with the first moment α, we have D 1/n (µ ⊞n ) w − → δ α as n → ∞ (see [20, Corollary 5.2] ), where ⊞ is called free additive convolution and µ ⊞n := n times µ ⊞ · · · ⊞ µ is the free additive convolution powers of µ (see [31, 21, 11] ) and D c is the dilation i.e. D c (µ)(B) := µ(c −1 B) for all c > 0 and Borel sets B in R. Similarly, Tucci studied the limit law of multiplication of large numbers of freely independent bounded positive random variables (see [28] ). After that, Haagerup and Möller extended Tucci's limit theorem to (unbounded) positive random variables: for any µ ∈ P + , there exists a unique ν ∈ P + such that (µ ⊠n ) 1/n w − → ν as n → ∞ (see [18] ), where ⊠ is called free multiplicative convolution and µ ⊠n := n times µ ⊠ · · · ⊠ µ is the free multiplicative convolution powers of µ (see [32, 11] ) and µ 1/n is the distribution of X 1/n if X ∼ µ. Denoted by Φ(µ) the weak limit law of (µ ⊠n ) 1/n as n → ∞.
In [5] , Ben Arous and Voiculescu introduced the free max-convolution ∨. This convolution is the distribution of maximum of free independent real random variables with respect to the spectral order (which was introduced in [23] ). One of the most important distributions in free max-probability is the free extreme value distribution. This distribution has many similarity to the classical extreme value distribution which is the limit and Λ is the Bercovici-Pata bijection (see [10] ). Note that the operator X is a bijection from P + to ID + and it is called the Boolean-classical Bercovici-Pata bijection (see [10, 9] ). Moreover, for any µ ∈ P + , the measure X ∨ (µ) is characterized by
.
The operator X ∨ is called the Boolean-classical max-Bercovici-Pata bijection which was firstly introduced by [30] . Then we obtain the following formula.
Theorem 1.4. Consider µ ∈ ID + . Then we have Ψ(D 1/t (µ * t )) = Ψ(µ) ∨t , t > 0.
In Section 4, we compute some probability measures in the classes Φ(P + ) and Ψ(P + ). As one of the most important computations, we mention that the operator Φ connects the free/Boolean stable laws to the free/Boolean extreme values, respectively. As one more, we claim that the operator Ψ maps the classical stable laws to the classical extreme values.
In Section 5, we give a few of limit theorems for the free and Boolean extreme values by using limit theorems for free multiplicative convolution. Through discussions at Section 5, we mention that Marchenko-Pastur law is closely related with the free and Boolean extreme values.
Preliminaries

Atoms of free and Boolean additive convolutions
Consider freely independent noncommutative real random variables X ∼ µ and Y ∼ ν. Then we define µ ⊞ ν as the distribution of X + Y and the operation ⊞ is called the free additive convolution which was introduced by [31] (see also [21, 11] ). We can define the partial semigroup {µ ⊞t } t≥1 with µ ⊞1 = µ with respect to free convolution, for all µ ∈ P. In [8] , we get a location of an atom of µ ⊞t . Lemma 2.1. [8] Consider µ ∈ P, t > 1 and α ∈ R. Then µ ⊞t has an atom α if and only if µ({α/t}) > 1 − t −1 . In the case, we have
For µ ∈ P, we define the following functions:
The function G µ is called the Cauchy transform of µ and it is analytic on the upper complex plane C + taking values in the below complex plane C − . We know a useful criterion for locating an atom α of µ. 
as z → α nontangentially and z ∈ C + . In this case, we have µ({α}) = F ′ µ (α) −1 .
Consider Boolean independent real random variables X ∼ µ and Y ∼ ν. Then we define µ ⊎ ν as the distribution of X + Y and the operation ⊎ is called the Boolean additive convolution which was introduced by [27] . The Boolean additive convolution is characterized by the self-energy function which is defined by
In [27] , for all µ ∈ P and t > 0, there exists a unique µ t ∈ P such that E µt = tE µ . A family {µ ⊎t } t≥0 is a semigroup with respect to the Boolean additive convolution such that µ 0 = δ 0 . Write µ ⊎t := µ t for all µ ∈ P and t ≥ 0. Therefore
According to the above discussion, we obtain the following implication. Proof. Consider firstly µ({0}) = 0. Assume that µ ⊎t ({0}) = 0 for any (some) t > 0. Then F µ ⊎t (0) = 0 and F ′ µ ⊎t (0) < ∞ by Lemma 2.2. By the equation (2.1), we have F µ (0) = 0 and
By Lemma 2.2 again, we have µ({0}) = 0. This is a contradiction for µ({0}) = 0. The converse implication is proved by the same way.
Consequencely, we have that µ has an atom 0 if and only if µ ⊎t also has an atom 0. In this case, we have
Limit theorem for free multiplicative convolution
For probability measures µ ∈ P + and ν ∈ P, we write µ ⊠ ν ∈ P as the distribution of √ XY √ X, where X ≥ 0 and Y are freely independent random variables distributed as µ and ν, respectively. The operation ⊠ is called free multiplicative convolution. This was firstly introduced in [32] as the distribution of multiplication of bounded random variables. Finally, it was extended to unbounded random variables (see [11] ).
Consider µ ∈ P + with µ = δ 0 . We define
Then its inverse function (namely Ψ −1 µ ) exists in a neighborhood of (µ({0}) − 1, 0). We define the S-transform of µ by setting
In [11, Corollary 6.6] , for probability measures µ, ν = δ 0 on [0, ∞), we have S µ⊠ν = S µ S ν on the common interval defined three S-transforms. In [7] , we know an atom of µ ⊠ ν at 0 as follows:
Therefore we get µ ⊠n ({0}) = µ({0}) for all n ∈ N by induction. Moreover, we give formulas of the S-transform with respect to free and Boolean additive convolutions.
We give a functional property of the S-transform. Haagerup and Möller ([18] ) give the following limit theorem for free multiplicative convolution.
Proposition 2.6. [28, 18] Consider µ ∈ P + . A sequence of probability measures (µ ⊠n ) 1/n , weakly converges to some probability measure (namely, Φ(µ)) on [0, ∞). If µ is a Dirac measure on [0, ∞), then Φ(µ) = µ. If µ is not a Dirac measure on [0, ∞), then Φ(µ) is uniquely determined and it satisfies
for any x ∈ (µ({0}), 1). The support of Φ(µ) is the closure of (a µ , b µ ).
We prove that the operator Φ commutes with the dilation.
Proof. For all µ ∈ P + and for all n ∈ N, we have
We give a relation between Φ and S-transform as follows. Proof. For all x ∈ (a µ , b µ ) we have S −1 µ (1/x) ∈ (µ({0}) − 1, 0) by Lemma 2.5. Since
for all x ∈ (a µ , b µ ). 
Max-convolutions 2.3.1 Classical max-convolution
Let (Ω, F, P) be a classical probability space. For an (F-measurable) real random variable X, we define a distribution function F X of X, that is, F X (·) := P(X ≤ ·). For independent real random variables X and Y , we have
where X ∨ Y := max{X, Y }. According to the above calculation, we define the classical max-convolution µ ∨ ν of µ, ν ∈ P as µ ∨ ν((−∞, ·]) := µ((−∞, ·])ν((−∞, ·]).
For n ∈ N and µ ∈ P, we define µ ∨n := n times µ ∨ · · · ∨ µ. More generally, for t > 0, we define
A non-trivial distribution function F is said to be max-stable if for any n ∈ N, there exist a n > 0 and b ∈ R such that The above distributions are called extreme value distributions. In mathematical statistics, extreme value distributions are often used to analyze statistical data of rare phenomenon.
Free max-convolution
In free probability theory, the max-convolution was also introduced in [5] . Let (M, τ ) be a tracial W * -probability space, that is, M is a von Neumann algebra and τ is a normal faithful tracial state on M. We may assume that M acts on a Hilbert space H. Denoted by Proj(M) the set of all projections in M and denoted by M sa the set of all selfadjoint operators in M. For P, Q ∈ Proj(M), we define P ∨ Q as the selfadjoint operator onto (P ∨ Q)H := cl(P H + QH). Then P ∨ Q ∈ Proj(M) and it is the maximum of P and Q with respect to the usual operator order. However, it is not necessary that there is the maximum of selfadjoint operators in M = B(H) with respect to the operator order (see [19] ). Instead of the operator order, Olson [23] (see also [1, 5] ) introduced the spectral order to define the maximum of (bounded) selfadjoint operators on H. In [5] , Ben Arous and Voiculescu extended the spectral order to general von Neumann algebras as follows.
where E X is the spectral projection of X and ≤ is the usual operator order. The order ≺ is called the spectral order. For any X, Y ∈ M sa , we define X ∨ Y by 
Proposition 2.11.
[5] Let X, Y be freely independent real random variables (selfadjoint operators) affiliated with M. Then we have
For any distribution functions F, G on R, we define
The operation ∨ is called the free max-convolution. We write µ ∨ν as the distribution of the maximum of freely independent real random variables X ∼ µ and Y ∼ ν, that is,
For n ∈ N and µ ∈ P, we define µ ∨n := n times µ ∨ · · · ∨µ. More generally, for t ≥ 1, we define
5)
For µ ∈ P + , we get an atom of µ ∨t at 0 as follows.
Lemma 2.12. Consider t > 1 and µ ∈ P + . Then µ ∨t has an atom 0 if and only if µ({0}) > 1 − t −1 . In the case, we have
Proof. By definition (2.5), we have
Therefore µ ∨t has an atom 0 if and only if tµ
A non-trivial distribution function F is said to be freely max-stable if for any n ∈ N, there exists a n > 0 and b n ∈ R such that
The freely max-stable distributions are characterized as follows.
Proposition 2.13. [5, Theorem 6.8] F is freely max-stable if and only if there exist a > 0 and b ∈ R such that F (ax + b) is one of the following distributions:
The above distributions are called free extreme value distributions.
Define a function Λ ∨ on [0, 1] by setting Λ ∨ (0) := 0 and Λ ∨ (x) := max{0, 1 + log x} for x ∈ (0, 1]. If F is a distribution function on R, so is Λ ∨ (F ). Note that Λ ∨ maps the classical extreme values to the corresponding type free extreme values.
For a probability measure µ on R, we define the probability measure Λ ∨ (µ) such that
It is known that the operator Λ ∨ is a homomorphism from (P, ∨) to (P, ∨), that is,
for all probability measures µ and ν on R.
The function Λ ∨ is surjective on [0, 1], but it is not injective on [0, 1]. This proof is very simple. Firstly, we show that it is surjective. Let Π ∨ be a function on [0, 1] defined by
For all y ∈ [0, 1], we have Λ ∨ (Π ∨ (y)) = max{0, 1 + log(exp(−(1 − y)))} = y.
(2.6)
Next, we show that it is not injective. For example, if x = y < e −1 , then Λ ∨ (x) = 0 = Λ ∨ (y). Therefore it is not injective. For µ ∈ P, we define
The measure Π ∨ (µ) is called the max-compound Poisson law with µ.
Boolean max-convolution
Let H be a Hilbert space and ξ ∈ H a unit vector. Define the vector state ϕ ξ by setting
for all selfadjoint operator T on H, where ·, · is the inner product on H. In this section, we give a (spectral) distribution function F T of selfadjoint operator T on H by 
We write µ∪ ∨ν as the distribution of the maximum of Boolean independent positive random variables X ∼ µ ∈ P + and Y ∼ ν ∈ P + , that is,
The operation ∪ ∨ is called the Boolean max-convolution. For n ∈ N and µ ∈ P + , we define µ ∪ ∨n := n times µ∪ ∨ · · · ∪ ∨µ. More generally, for t > 0, we define
(2.7)
By definition (2.7), we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.15. Consider t > 0 and µ ∈ P + . Then µ has an atom 0 if and only if µ ∪ ∨t also has an atom 0. In the case, we have
A non-trivial distribution function F on [0, ∞) is said to be Boolean max-stable if for any n ∈ N, there exists a n > 0 such that Define a function X ∨ on [0, 1] by setting X ∨ (0) := 0 and X ∨ (x) := exp(1 − x −1 ) for x ∈ (0, 1]. If F is a distribution function on R, so is X ∨ (F ). Note that X ∨ maps the Boolean extreme values to the classical extreme values.
For a probability measure µ on R, we define the probability measure X ∨ (µ) such that
The operator X ∨ is a homomorphism from (P + , ∪ ∨) to (P + , ∨), that is,
for all probability measures µ and ν on [0, ∞). Moreover, it is clear that the function X ∨ is a bijection and its inverse function is given by
The operator X ∨ is called the Boolean-classical max-Bercovici-Pata bijection (see [30, 29] ).
Max-Belinschi-Nica semigroup
We firstly give the Belinschi-Nica semigroup {B t } t≥0 introduced by [9] :
for all t ≥ 0 and µ, ν ∈ P + . Furthermore, B 1 connects Boolean type limit theorem to free type one. In [10] , for a sequence {µ n } n in P and {k n } n in N with k 1 < k 2 < · · · and k n → ∞ as n → ∞, there exists µ ∈ P such that µ ⊎kn n w − → µ if and only if there exists a unique ν ∈ P (which is freely infinitely divisible, for short, FID) such that µ ⊞kn n w − → ν as n → ∞. In [9] , we get ν = B 1 (µ) under the above settings. Note that B 1 is a bijection from P to the set of all FID distributions on R. For example, B 1 maps the Boolean stable laws to the corresponding freely stable laws.
Next, we give one parameter family {B ∨ t } t≥0 of operators on P + defined by
where the family was introduced by [29] . We know that
The semigroup is very similar to the original Belinschi-Nica semigroup. For example, B ∨ 1 is a homomorphism from (P + , ∪ ∨) to (P + , ∨), that is,
for all µ, ν ∈ P + . Moreover, for a sequence {µ n } n in P + and {k n } n in N with k 1 < k 2 < · · · and k n → ∞ as n → ∞, if there exists µ ∈ P + such that µ ∪ ∨kn n w − → µ, then µ ∨kn n w − → B ∨ t (µ) as n → ∞. In particular, we have B ∨ 1 (B II,α ) = F II,α for all α > 0 (see [29] ). In addition, we have the following relation. In this section, we firstly show that the operator Φ has a relation between free additive convolution and free max-convolution.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may assume that t > 1. If µ is a Dirac measure, then Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊞t )) = µ = Φ(µ) ∨t . Therefore we may assume that µ is not a Dirac measure. Note that the closure of interval (α t , ω) is the support of Φ(µ) ∨t , where
Next, we define
where a µ ⊞t and b µ ⊞t were defined by (2.4), and the last equality holds by Lemma 2.8. By Remark 2.9, the closure of A t is the support of Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊞t )) for each t > 1.
We show that A t = M t and
for all x ∈ A t = M t and each t > 1. For an arbitrary fixed t > 1, we divided two cases to prove it. For all x ∈ M t , we get tΦ(µ)([0, x]) − (t − 1) ∈ (µ ∨t ({0}), 1) = (0, 1) = (µ ⊞t ({0}), 1). 
Next we show that for all x ∈ (a µ ⊞t , b µ ⊞t ), we have x/t ∈ (α t , ω). For any x ∈ (a µ ⊞t , b µ ⊞t ), we have
by Lemma 2.4. Therefore we obtain
by Lemma 2.5. Thus, we get Φ(µ ⊞t )([0, x]) = tS −1 µ (t/x) + 1, and therefore
by Proposition 2.6. This implies that x/t ∈ (α t , ω). Therefore we have
Finally, we get the following properties:
for all x ∈ A t = M t . Moreover, the support of Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊞t )) is equal to the support of Φ(µ) ∨t since A t = M t . Therefore Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊞t )) = Φ(µ) ∨t .
Case II µ({0}) > 1 − t −1 : By Lemma 2.1, we have
and therefore a µ ⊞t = 0. By Lemma 2.12, we also have
and therefore α t = 0. For any x ∈ M t = (0, ω), we get
by the same way in Case I. Hence we have
by the same way in Case I, where the last inclusion holds since µ({0}) > 1−t −1 . Therefore x/t ∈ (0, ω), and hence
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, we show Theorem 1.2 as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If µ is a Dirac measure, then Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊎t )) = µ = Φ(µ) ∪ ∨t . Therefore we may assume that µ is not a Dirac measure. By Corollary 2. 
The set M t does not depend on t, and therefore we denote by M as the set M t . By Remark 2.9, the closure of M is the support of Φ(µ) ∪ ∨t for all t > 0. Note that the support of Φ(µ) ∪ ∨t coincides with the support of Φ(µ).
Next we define
By Remark 2.9, the closure of A t is the support of Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊎t )) for each t > 0. To get this theorem, we show that A t = M and
for all x ∈ A t = M and each t > 0. Give an arbitrary fixed t > 0.
For all x ∈ M , we have
∈ (µ ∪ ∨t ({0}), 1) = (µ ⊎t ({0}), 1).
Since M = (a µ , b µ ), by Lemma 2.8, we have
Applying Lemmas 2.4 and Proposition 2.6, we have
By Lemma 2.7, we have
Next we show that A t = M . By Lemma 2.5, we have
where the last equation holds by Lemma 2.4. Therefore M = (a µ , b µ ) = A t . Thus the support of Φ(D 1/t (µ ⊎t )) is equal to the support of Φ(µ) ∪ ∨t .
Proof of Theorem 1.3
By using Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we know that Belinschi-Nica semigroup is closely intertwined with max-Belinschi-Nica semigroup via the operator Φ.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. If µ is a Dirac measure, then Φ(B t (µ)) = µ = B ∨ t (Φ(µ)). Therefore we may assume that µ is not a Dirac measure. By Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and Lemma 2.7, we have
Proof of Theorem 1.4
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4. Before a proof of this theorem, we prepare the following important maps. Let FID + be the set of all freely infinitely divisible distributions on [0, ∞). Recall that B t (µ) := (µ ⊞(1+t) )) ⊎ 1 1+t ∈ FID + for any µ ∈ P + and t ≥ 1 (see [9] ). Hence we can define the operator X : P + → ID + is defined by
where Λ is called the Bercovici-Pata bijection and Λ −1 (FID + ) = ID + (for details, see [10, 4] ).
For any ν ∈ FID + and t ≥ 0, the measure ν ⊎(1+t) is also in FID + and we obtain B −1 t (ν) = (ν ⊎(1+t) ) ⊞ 1 1+t . Hence X −1 = B −1 1 • Λ, and therefore X is a bijection from P + to ID + . It is called the Boolean-classical Bercovici-Pata bijection (see [10, 9] ). Note that X −1 • D c = D c • X −1 and X −1 (µ * t ) = X −1 (µ) ⊎t for all µ ∈ ID + and c, t > 0.
Finally, we define the operator Ψ : ID + → P + by setting
where X ∨ was defined in Section 2.3.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Consider µ ∈ P + and t > 0. By Theorem 1.2, we have
On the other hand, we have
Therefore we have Ψ(D 1/t (µ * t )) = Ψ(µ) ∨t .
In addition, we conclude that the operator Φ is intertwined with the operator Ψ as follows.
Proof. By Lemma 2.18 and Theorem 1.3, we have
According to discussions at Section 3, we get the commutative diagram.
The class BID + is the set of all Boolean infinitely divisible distributions on [0, ∞). It is well known that BID + = P + (see [27] ).
Examples
In this section, we give several examples of probability measures in the classes Φ(P + ) and Ψ(P + )
Stable laws and extreme values
In this section, we give relations between (strictly) stable laws and extreme value distributions. Let A be the set of admissible parameters:
Consider (α, ρ) ∈ A. Denote by c α,ρ the classical strictly stable law (see e.g. [26] ), f α,ρ the free strictly stable law (see [11, 10] ) and b α,ρ the Boolean strictly stable law (see [27] ).
In particular, we define c
For all α ∈ (0, 1), the strictly stable laws c + α , f + α and b + α are not delta measure. Thus we may assume that α ∈ (0, 1) in this section.
In [2] , we know a relation between Boolean stable law and Boolean extreme value distribution via the operator Φ.
. Next, we give a relation between free stable law and free extreme value distribution via the operator Φ. 
Therefore Φ(f + α )([0, ·]) = F II, α 1−α (·). Finally, we obtain a relation between classical stable law and classical extreme value distribution via the operator Ψ.
Therefore Ψ(c + α )([0, ·]) = C II, α 1−α (·).
Marchenko-Pastur law and uniform distribution
In this section, we mention that Φ connects the Marchenko-Pastur law to the uniform distribution on (0, 1). Denote by π the Marchenko-Pastur law (or free Poisson law), that is,
for s > 0, s = 1, 2, (see e.g. [22, Lemma 3.5] ). To obtain the S-transform S π , we firstly compute Ψ −1 π . For z ∈ C with |z| < 1/4, we have
Moreover, this is analytic on a neighborhood of (−∞, 0). By the identity theorem, we get
for z in a neighborhood of (−∞, 0). Then we get
, z ∈ (−1, 0) and therefore
Hence S π (z) = z+1 z Ψ −1 π (z) = 1 z+1 for all z ∈ (−1, 0). Therefore we obtain the following example.
x ∈ (0, 1).
Thus Φ(π) = U (0, 1), where U (0, 1) is the uniform distribution on (0, 1).
Poisson law and max-compound Poisson law
We find a relation between the Poisson law and the max-compound Poisson law with the uniform distribution on (0,1) via the map Ψ. Denote by P o(λ) the Poisson law with parameter λ > 0, that is,
Note that Λ(P o(1)) = π (see [10] ) and X −1 (P o(1)) = 1 2 δ 0 + 1 2 δ 2 (see [27] ). Hence we obtain the following relation. Proof. We simply calculate the left hand side as follows. For all x ∈ (0, 1),
Thus we get
and therefore
x ∈ (0, 1). (4.1)
Hence we obtain
Therefore its density function is given by
Note that the probability measure in right hand side of Example 4.5 is the maxcompound Poisson law with the uniform distribution on (0, 1).
By Theorem 1.4, for λ > 0, we get
for all x ∈ (0, λ). Thus, for all λ > 0, we have Ψ(P o(λ)) = e −λ δ 0 + e −λ+x 1 (0,λ) (x)dx.
Free regular distributions
By Example 4.4 and (4.1), we get
More generally, we get the above formula in case of free regular distributions. A probability measure µ on [0, ∞) is said to be free regular if µ is freely infinitely divisible and µ ⊞t ∈ P + for all t > 0. For example, the Marchenko-Pastur law π is free regular. Recently, we proved that the Fuss-Catalan distribution µ(p, r) is free regular for 1 ≤ r ≤ min{p − 1, p/2} or p = r = 1 (see [22] ). A free regular distribution was introduced by [25] . It is known that this distribution is a marginal law of free subordinator (see [3] ). The class of free regular distributions does not coincide with FID + (see also [25] ). By Theorem 1.3, we can get the following formula. Proof. If µ is a Dirac measure, then we can take σ = µ to satisfy the above equation. Therefore we may assume that µ is not a Dirac measure. In [3] , there exists a unique σ ∈ P + not being a Dirac measure such that µ = B 1 (σ). By Theorem 1.3,
Therefore we obtain the above equation.
Infinitely divisible distributions with regular Lévy-Khintchine representations
In the proof of Example 4.5, we have
More generally, we get the above formula in case of infinitely divisible distributions with regular Lévy-Khintchine representations which are marginal distributions of subordinators (see e.g. [12, 26] ). A probability measure µ ∈ ID + is said to have a regular Lévy-Khintchine representation (in this paper, for short, we say that µ is regular) if its characteristic function is written by
where η ≥ 0 and ν is the Lévy measure satisfying ∞ 0 (1∧x)ν(dx) < ∞ and ν((−∞, 0]) = 0. It is known that µ ∈ ID + is regular if and only if µ * t ∈ P + for all t > 0. For example, Poisson law P o(λ) and Gamma distribution are regular. It is known that if µ is regular, then Λ(µ) is free regular (see [3] ). Therefore we get the following formula. Proof. If µ is a Dirac measure, then we take σ = µ. We may assume that µ is not a Dirac measure. For a regular distribution µ ∈ P + , the measure Λ(µ) is free regular. By [3] , there exists a unique σ ∈ P + such that Λ(µ) = B 1 (σ). Then
Limit theorems for extreme values 5.1 Extreme values and Marchenko-Pastur laws
Let (M, τ ) be a tracial W * -probability space. Suppose that {U n } n is a sequence of freely independent identically distributed (bounded and positive) random variables in (M, τ ) and U 1 ∼ U (0, 1). DefineŨ n := U 1 ∨ · · · ∨ U n , n ∈ N.
Then we have
x ≥ 1.
Proposition 5.1. Let F be a distribution function on R. Then
In particular, we have = Λ ∨ (F (x) ).
The last assersion is clear since Λ ∨ maps the classical extreme values to the corresponding type free extreme values.
Recall that Φ(π) is the uniform distribution on (0, 1). Hence we get the following convergence. Proof. By Theorem 1.1, we have Φ(π ⊞n )([0, nF 1/n ]) = Φ(D 1/n (π ⊞n ))([0, F 1/n ]) = Φ(π) ∨n ([0, F 1/n ]).
By the above discussion and by Proposition 5.1, we can obtain the above convergence.
Next we suppose that {V n } n is a sequence of Boolean independent identically distributed (bounded and positive) random variables in (M, τ ) and V 1 ∼ U (0, 1). Definẽ V n := V 1 ∨ · · · ∨ V n , n ∈ N.
Then we have The last assersion is clear since (X ∨ ) −1 (C II,α ) = B II,α .
As the same argument of Corollary 5.2, we get the following convergence. Proof. By Theorem 1.2, we have Φ(π ⊎n )([0, nF 1/n ]) = Φ(D 1/n (π ⊎n ))([0, F 1/n ]) = Φ(π) ∪ ∨n ([0, F 1/n ]).
By the above discussion and by Proposition 5.3, we can obtain the above convergence.
Extreme values and free multiplicative convolution
In this section, we obtain a relation between free/Boolean extreme values and free multiplicative convolution.
Proposition 5.5. For n ∈ N and µ ∈ P + , we have Φ(µ ⊠n )([0, x n ]) = Φ(µ)([0, x]). (5.1)
Proof. If µ is a Dirac measure δ a for some a ≥ 0, then µ ⊠n = δ a n . Therefore we get the equation (5.1). Therefore we may assume that µ is not a Dirac measure. Note that µ ⊠n ({0}) = µ({0}) for all n ∈ N. By Proposition 2.6 and a property of S-transform, we have z = Φ(µ ⊠n ) 0, 1 S µ ⊠n (z − 1) = Φ(µ ⊠n ) 0, 1 S µ (z − 1) n Take µ = f + α or µ = b + α in (5.1). Then we get the following formula. Remark 5.7. By using a relation in [2] :
where the last equation holds when we take n = 1 and α = 1/2 in Corollary 5.6.
